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ANTEE OF THE BEST

CAPISTRANO
(Plant Patent No. 922)

Utulul long tapered buds of bright cherry-red open to lense, long lasting, perfect blooms of clear sparkling >-pink on long slender stems, they are ideal for cutting, plant is a vigorous grower, large shiny green leaves the blooms are exceptionally fragrant. Price $2.25 each, postpaid.

CHRYSLER IMPERIAL
(Plant Patent No. 11G7)

In color the Chrysler Imperial Rose is unmatched by any other rose with its rich shade of crimson red. The long tapering buds never fail to unfold. In growth, the Chrysler Imperial Rose Bush is very compact and well balanced. The foliage large, dark green, semi-glossy. We highly recommend this rose to our good customers. Price $2.75 each, postpaid.

FORTY-NINER
(Plant Patent No. 792)

A beautiful two-tone rose, brick-red inside of petals and orange yellow the outside of the petals. The flowers are large and of good substance, foliage dark green. The buds open to a beautiful full flower. Price $2.50 each, postpaid.

PEACE
(Plant Patent No. 591)

McCLUNG’S NOVELTY GREEN ROSE
(This is not a Patented Rose)

McClung’s Novelty Green rose is not patented but it is a much sought for and an outstanding novelty. The flowers are of medium size and are the same color as the foliage, dark, pea-green. Because of its green color it is often used in floral arrangements. Very hardy and grows under almost all conditions. We know you will prize this odd curiosity. Strong 2-year plants each $1.50, postpaid.

McCLUNG’S ROSES
BRING NEW CHARM TO YOUR HOME

BUY THE BEST

---

ALL ROSE OFFER “B”

2 Red Roses
1 Yellow Rose
for $3.75

McCLUNG BROS.
ROSE NURSERY
TYLER, TEXAS
D. 5 • BOX 275
ROSES FROM McCLUNG
IS YOUR GUARANTEE OF THE BEST

PATENTED ROSES

PEACE
(Plant Patent No. 121)
A rose much admired by English rose lovers for its great beauty and coloring. The blooms are perfect in every way, with deep rose petals and light yellow centers. In mass planting, its beauty is reflected in every bloom. Price: $1.75 each.

DICKSONS RED
(Plant Patent No. 391)
A rose named for one of the best-known American rose specialists, this rose is a true beauty and a delight to grow. Its petals are deep red, with a yellow center, and it has a sweet fragrance. Price: $1.75 each.

CAPISTRANO
(Plant Patent No. 121)
Among the very finest red roses ever grown, this rose is a true beauty and a delight to grow. Its petals are deep red, with a yellow center, and it has a sweet fragrance. Price: $1.75 each.

CHRYSLER IMPERIAL
(Plant Patent No. 167)
A rose named for one of the best-known American rose specialists, this rose is a true beauty and a delight to grow. Its petals are deep red, with a yellow center, and it has a sweet fragrance. Price: $1.75 each.

CLIMBING ROSES

RED AMERICAN BEAUTY
A rose that will bloom in the most northerly climates. It is a true beauty and a delight to grow. Its petals are deep red, with a yellow center, and it has a sweet fragrance. Price: $1.75 each.

COLUMBIA
A rose that will bloom in the most northerly climates. It is a true beauty and a delight to grow. Its petals are deep red, with a yellow center, and it has a sweet fragrance. Price: $1.75 each.

MIRANDY
A rose that will bloom in the most northerly climates. It is a true beauty and a delight to grow. Its petals are deep red, with a yellow center, and it has a sweet fragrance. Price: $1.75 each.

DICKSONS RED
(Plant Patent No. 391)
A true beauty, with deep red petals and a yellow center. It has a sweet fragrance and is a delight to grow. Price: $1.75 each.

PEACE
(Plant Patent No. 121)
A true beauty, with deep red petals and a yellow center. It has a sweet fragrance and is a delight to grow. Price: $1.75 each.

McCLUNG SPECIAL ROSE OFFER "B"

Combining 6 roses for $3.75

Please order OFFER "B"
McCLUNG'S EVERBLOOMING

AMERICAN BEAUTY — A fine old red rose, nice buds for cutting, not considered everblooming.

AMI QUINARD — One of our darkest of red roses, a good bloomer but not very double.

BETTY UPCHICH — A fine two-tone pink rose, a good bloomer, excellent for bedding.

BIARCLIP — A fine pink rose, not many thorns which is an asset, excellent blooms for cutting.

CALEDONIA — One of our finest white roses, long slender buds, excellent for cutting.

CHARLES K. DOUGLAS — A fine red rose, full blooms, excellent foliage, good for cutting.

COLUMBIA — A fine satiny pink rose, fine foliage, excellent buds opening to full well-formed flowers.

CONDESA DE SASTAGO — A two-tone rose, flowers opening to a brilliant color of brick red and yellow.

CRUSADER — A good red rose, blooms medium large, excellent for cut flowers.

DANCYNESS — A single rose of soft pink showing brown stamens in center, a heavy grower and fine bloomer.

DAME EDITH HELEN — A fine pink rose, buds of large size opening to pure pink flowers.

DUDLEY CROSS — A fine old rose that is practically thornless. A fine yellow with a light tinted pink on the outer edges of the petals, the bush has low growing habits but it does well in all sections.

EDITOR McFARLAND — A good dark pink rose, a medium tall grower, excellent firm buds for cutting.

EDITH NELLIE PERKINS — An excellent rose of pink on one side of the petals and darker pink on the other, considered in the family of the two-tone pink roses, a good bloomer.

E. G. HILL — Dark rose of good substance, full double flowers of distinct red, fine for cutting.

ESSENCE — A graceful everblooming rose, not considered everblooming.

ETOILE DE REBULA — A large leap from F. DREXEL.

FLORADORA — A very hardy rose of good color.

FRANK F. DONALD — A fine variety, not considered everblooming.

FRAU KARL — A fine white rose, well formed, but it does have thorns.

GOLDEN DAWN — A fine yellow, good rose in all sections.

GOLDEN ORANGE — A rose of good substance, fine blooms, very hardy.

GORGEOUS — A copper and gold two-tone, good rose in all sections.

GRENOBLE — A rose on a very hardy bush, yellow blooms, good in all sections.

HADLEY — A rose of very good substance, practically thornless.

JOANNA HILL — A yellow rose on a very hardy bush, good in all sections.

JONQUIER LILY — A perfect rose on a very hardy bush, fine blooms, practically thornless.

OUR ROSES ARE 2 YEAR FIELD GROWN

McClung Bros. Roses Come from the Famous East Texas Center in the U. S.

OUR TERMS

Cash must accompany all orders to be sent on the name on Credit Department and would only be held to our price or sell on order. Orders received through Post Office or Express Money Order, or personal check. No orders will be accepted for less than $1.00 unless 25 cent extra included for packing postage.

PACKING AND SHIPPING: Our roses are packed in tightly, heavy cardboard boxes and are guaranteed to reach you in good, fresh condition. All orders are shipped in burlap and packed and shipped, as on post card and in a manner that you may rest assured that your order will reach you in a perfectly blooming condition.

OUR RESPONSIBILITY: We guarantee all our roses to be true to name and, on proper proof, will replace any that are not, but will not be responsible beyond reverting the plants. Our plants are shipped guaranteed to reach you in perfect blooming condition, and if not, will be replaced. We cannot take responsibility for loss or injury to the plants in transit, if you do not care to have additional plants to replace them.

OUR GUARANTEES

PELICANS, CRUSADER, BRIARCLIFF, BETER, SISTER THERESE, E. G. HILL, and the new F. DREXEL ROSES are GUARANTEED to reach you in good, fresh condition, and if not, will be replaced.

OUR PLANTING INSTRUCTIONS SENT FREE WITH EVERY ORDER.
We grow our own roses; we grow the best; when you order from McIung you will get roses that will grow and bloom for you.

Our roses are 2 year field grown FIRST GRADE PLANTS.
The best is none too good. ORDER DIRECT FROM US. Be assured that you will get the best plants that can be grown.

REMEMBER—OUR PRICES INCLUDE ALL CHARGES PAID TO YOUR DOOR.

**POLYANTHA ROSES**

This type of rose is used mostly for planting in groups and for hedges; they are very hardy and need little care. Their blooming qualities cannot be surpassed as they bloom the entire summer.

**BABY ORLEANS**—A showy pink variety, small double flowers, always in bloom.

**BABY TAUSENDECHON**—Flowers of medium size, white to soft pink borne in clusters.

**CECIL BRUNNER (Sweetheart Rose)**—Small buds of light pink with a slight yellow color at the base of the petal. A very hardy grower and bloomer. One of the best of the Polyantha group. TRY FOR YOUR GARDEN.

**CHATILLON**—Large clusters of bright pink semi-double blooms.

**ELLEN POULSON**—Bright rose-pink, darker on the edges, a good variety.

**ELSE POULSON**—An outstanding variety in the Baby Rambler roses, the blooms are larger, bright rose-pink.

**GEORGE ELGER**—Dullly golden buds turning to a pale cream color, a fine rose for cutting and arranging.

**GOLDEN SALMON**—Bright orange salmon flowers in large clusters, a fine rose in its class.

**IDEAL**—Dark Scarlet flowers with very dark shadings, the blooms are double of medium size.

**KATHARINE ZEEMIT**—Small but very double white blooms in large clusters, a fine white.

**KIRSTEN POULSON**—Color bright red or rose-scarlet blooms carried in long sprays, a vigorous grower.

**C. A. VIKTORIA**—A beautiful white rose, one of the best of the older varieties, it never fails to produce blooms all summer long.

**LADY HILLINGDON**—Deep apricot yellow to orange, slender pointed buds, a free-flowering rose.

**LUXEMBOURG**—Flowers deep yellow. Long pointed buds on good stems for cutting. A strong finely grown.

**MARGARET McGREDIY**—Orange vermilion blooms with light green foliage, an excellent rose for your garden.

**MAMAN COCHET WHITE**—An old rose, medium to large flowers, a rose that is always in bloom.

**MRS. CHARLES BELL** or **SHELL PINK RADIANCE**—One of the Radiance family of roses, has the same good qualities of the parent plant, a heavy grower, good foliage and large flowers.

**MRS. E. P. THOM**—Fine long buds of pure yellow, an excellent rose for cutting.

**MRS. HENRY BOWLES**—Flowers of clear pink shading lightly when opened, a good lasting rose, fine for cutting and making a fine rose for cutting.

**MRS. P. S. DU PONT**—One of the best of the yellow roses, good long buds, the flowers hold their color to full opening.

**PAUL NEYRON**—Large pink buds, very full flowers, the plant is exceptionally thorny, not overblooming.

**PINK RADIANCE**—A fine rose, strong grower with nice foliage, large blooms of a beautiful pink color.

**POINSETTIA**—A very popular rose, dark red large blooms retaining their color, dark green foliage.

**PRES. HERBERT HOOVER**—A fine two-tone rose, beautiful large buds opening to full flowers of brick-red and yellow.

**RED RADIANCE**—A heavy growing variety, large red blooms that are lasting, beautiful foliage.

**RED TALISMAN**—A beautiful red rose, good foliage and a robust grower, fine for cutting.

**SYRACUSE**—A very dark red rose, blooms of medium size making it fine for cut flowers, bush a heavy and robust grower.

**Sensation**—Flowers very large and double, fragrant, has excellent foliage.

**SISTER THERESA**—Chrome-yellow buds tinged with crimson, very fragrant, a fine cutting rose.

**TALISMAN**—An excellent rose in the colors of gold, apricot yellow, deep pink and old rose, a tall grower with flowers on long stems making it a fine cutting rose.

**TEXAS CENTENNIAL**—A line brick red rose, foliage dark green, the beautiful buds opening in large clusters.

**WHITE AMERICAN BEAUTY**—See Frau Karl Druschki.

**WILLIAM F. DREW**—A very large flower of deep rose-pink, very fragrant, a free bloomer.

**WHITE RADIANCE**—Of the Radiance family, has all of the same good qualities as the parent; only it is a deep yellow bud.